Dear all, we feel so blessed to be supported and lifted up in prayer by you. Thank you.
PRAISE
We have returned as a family from a wonderful week in the jungle with a team from Catch
the Fire Raleigh North Carolina, USA where we did a leaders conference and also visited
our jungle churches and blessed them.
We also had Andrew Bradham the director of Liberty soccer with us, and we did 2 football
camps, one in Lima with Frank and one in the jungle with his Dad, Robert.
We have continued to see growth in the church from both new Christians and those who
are searching for a local church nearer their home here in Los Cedros. It is wonderful to
see our former students bringing people to the Lord and the church growing in the local
community.
Mark recently went with Rafael to Northern Argentina to lead a workshop on discipleship

and mission with Indigenous tribal regional pastors and bishops. Many of the indigeous
pastors there oversee between 15-30 churches in very difficult circumstances.

PRAYER
Anna was recently in the US, invited by good friends, as she has been recovering from PTSD
which we believe has been building for some time and has been greatly increased in the last
few months. She is in a better place now but is still on the road to recovery. Mark is also
under a lot of stress and in need of retreat/recovery time at the moment as well. Please
pray that we would have wisdom to know the best way to respond to this (we are
considering taking some time out in the US) and also that the right leaders would be put in
place on the ground here. There are a lot of transitions going on right now with leaders
and we feel very unsupported personally day to day on the ground (although we have some
great friends here and abroad who have done a great job at loving us and reaching out to
us).
Many of the new Christians in the church are under the normal attack which many new
Christians face. Please pray for them.
Ronald and Nancy who have been core members of our team are transitioning out of their
leadership of Casa de Paz (the after-school discipleship house in the shanty town Pacifico) to
spend some time back in the US to rest and seek the next steps for their family. As a result,
we have some significant decisions to make regarding the ongoing leadership of Casa de Paz.
Please pray that we will appoint the right person to that position and that we will be able to
make an appropriate budget and fundraise going forward. Please also pray for Ronald and
Nancy that they would get the rest they need and discern the next steps for them as a
family.
We are trying to put the three boys in school for the first time but finding many obstacles
to achieving this. Please would you pray that we would make the right decisions here and
discern the right timing. This is partly considering the retreat/furlough time in the US, but
also Anna needing some help with the boys right now, due to her health.
Thank you. Love from Mark, Anna, Daniel, Joel, and Kaleb

